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Abstract

of an automatic segmentation algorithm, the categorization process to identify recurring elements, an objective evaluation of
the synthesized samples, and the outcome of a subjective listening test. In comparison to chaffinches, budgerigars have a vast
repertoire of different sounds that can even include imitations
of human speech [5]. In particular, budgerigar songs are highly
variable, and their phrases rarely reoccur. Normally they vocalize in groups, which makes the achievement of high-quality
recordings that only include songs from one specimen very
hard. Because of the limited database available and the possibility to use speaker adaptive training the HMM-based Speech
Synthesis System (HTS) was chosen. The use of synthesis systems that are based on deep neural networks seem very promising (e.g., [6]) and are part of future work but will need much
more training data beforehand. The automatic segmentation of
acoustic events together with the clustering of elements present
a novel approach for the full synthesis of budgerigar songs. To
our knowledge, there was no work with budgerigar synthesis
made so far partly due to their complex songs and the difficulty
to obtain high-quality recordings.

In this paper we present the synthesis of budgerigar songs with
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) and the HMM-based Speech
Synthesis System (HTS). Budgerigars can produce complex and
diverse sounds that are difficult to categorize. We adapted techniques that are commonly used in the area of speech synthesis so that we can use them for the synthesis of budgerigar
songs. To segment the recordings, the songs are broken down
into phrases, which are sounds separated by silence. Complex
phrases furthermore can be subdivided into smaller units and
then be clustered to identify recurring elements. These element categories along with additional contextual information
are used together to enhance the training and synthesis. Overall, the aim of the process is to offer an interface that generates new sequences and compositions of bird songs based on
user input, consisting of the desired song structure and contextual information. Finally, an objective evaluation comparing the
synthesized output to the natural recording is performed, and a
subjective evaluation with human listeners shows that they prefer resynthesized over natural recordings and that they perceive
no significant differences in terms of naturalness between natural, resynthesized, and synthesized versions1 .
Index Terms: speech synthesis, bird song, bioacoustics, HMMbased synthesis

2. Sound production and recording
The underlying vocal apparatus in budgerigars is close to the
mammalian one, with a few critical differences. Different
models have been developed that describe the mechanics of
bird sound production, however the following seems the most
promising [7]: Air is being pressed out from air sacks through
the bronchi and syrinx, where tissues (labia) are stimulated so
that they vibrate. The sound then propagates to the trachea and
the larynx. In contrast to mammals, where the larynx is the
primary source of sound generation, trachea and larynx operate
more like a variable filter, while the syrinx is the primary source
[8]. The budgerigar named “Puck” whose recordings were used
for this paper was recorded in the Budgerigar Laboratory of the
Department of Cognitive Biology at the University of Vienna
(see Figure 1). The files were recorded as 48 kHz WAVE files
with 16 bits per sample. To decrease reverberation a shotgun
microphone was used, placed as close to the animal as possible.
Putting a microphone close to a bird may change its behavior,
but with time, some birds like Puck habituated to the microphone and continued to sing.

1. Introduction
Despite the progress in synthesis methods for sounds such as
speech and musical instruments, little progress has been made
in the synthesis of other sounds. One example of a sound type
that lags behind in synthesis methods is that of animal sounds
[2]. Studying the synthesis of animal sounds can help the exploration of complexity in animal communication systems and
the search for precursors of music and speech [3]. Parrots and
songbirds are - like human beings - vocal learners and need experience with other vocalizing members of their species to develop more complex vocalizations [4]. Being able to produce
realistic sounds by synthesis provides an opportunity to design
perceptual experiments with parrots and find out more about the
features that they use and require to identify and discriminate
among vocalizations. At the same time studying the synthesis
of animal sounds can be useful for artistic purposes such as music and film productions, virtual reality, and game design.
To use Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) for the resynthesis of
bird sounds is presented in [2], where the songs of chaffinches
are segmented by the supervision of experts and manually labeled. In this paper we additionally present the implementation
1 Parts

3. Methodology
3.1. Segmentation
On the experimental basis of a segmentation script [9] the songs
are cut into smaller units. Boundaries between elements are
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frame contained a fundamental frequency it was labeled as a
voiced element, if not it was labeled unvoiced3 . Afterwards,
we clustered the voiced and unvoiced elements into further subcategories using Gaussian Mixture Modelling for Model-Based
Clustering [14], [15]. With the clustering a reduction of more
than 30 000 elements to 11 groups of voiced (v1, v2, ..., v10,
v11) and 9 groups of unvoiced (uA, uB, ..., uI) elements is
achieved.
3.2.1. Voiced elements
The data vectors used for the voiced elements consist of the first
12 coefficients of the 34th order mel-cepstral analysis4 as well
as the energy, all measured on the center frame of each element.
The reduction to 12 coefficients neglects information about the
fine structure of the samples and achieves a preferable lower dimension in the clustering process. Additionally, the logarithmic
fundamental frequency and Wiener Entropy5 are added to the
data vector, so that each vector ends up with a dimension of [1
x 15]. Direct use of these parameters would result in a domination of high values. To solve this problem, the data needs to be
scaled6 , so that all parameters have the same range of numbers
and can be compared. In an additional attempt to get a higher
distinction between element groups, the information about fundamental frequency is weighted higher to have a heavier judicial effect in the clustering process. The calculation result and
plot of Bayesian Information Criteria (BIC) values for different
number of element groups can be seen in Figure 3 respectively.

Figure 1: Budgerigar recorded with a shotgun microphone

defined based on rapid changes of the parameters in the audio
files (amplitude, fundamental frequency (F0 ), Wiener Entropy).
Here these segmentation rules are defined and applied to recordings of one budgerigar specimen. Detailed information of the
actual segmentation algorithm can be found in [9], [10].
As bird species have very different vocalizations, attempts
to standardize the units and their names now will be made to
clarify it for the work with the current data set of budgerigar
songs and the training of the toolkit. Songs are the biggest unit
and can be divided into phrases, of which 7 different phrase
types will be used here: contact call-like2 , long harmonic, short
harmonic, alarm, noisy, click, unknown [11].
As phrases are isolated by short amounts of silence before
and after them, a temporal division is sufficient to divide the
songs into phrases and silent parts. Morphological methods
(segmentation decisions based on specific parameter changes)
then were used to segment contact call-like phrases into smaller
units called elements [9], [12]. If contact call-like phrases have
short parts of silence within a phrase, we additionally split up
the phrase at this point and call them subphrases (see Figure 2).

Figure 3: BIC value for models with different numbers of element groups (1-20) for voiced elements (n = 17 533)
The improvement of the BIC for models with more element
groups is rather small. For an optimum solution we could see a
rise to a maximum followed by a descent which is not the case
for this data set. To choose the number of element groups, we
tried to avoid both having too many groups containing rather
similar elements and having only few element groups containing very distinct elements within the same element group. The
chosen model is one with 11 element groups and an ellipsoidal
distribution and varying volume, shape, and orientation (VVV).

Figure 2: An example of unit division of a budgerigar song
Throughout all the recordings around 48 000 segment
boundaries were automatically detected by the algorithm. To
avoid very short elements the minimum duration for an element
was augmented to 5 ms. Yet the number of existing phones
of budgerigar sounds is not known, which is why the elements
within a contact call-like do not indicate any repetitive occurrences in our data set, which will be the task that is being described in the following section.

3.2.2. Unvoiced elements
The unvoiced observation vectors have no F0 information and
therefore have a dimension of [1 x 14]. The result of the BIC
estimation over different element group sizes can be seen in
Figure 4 for the case of unvoiced elements. The chosen element group size follows the same procedure as above and is

3.2. Clustering of elements
We subdivided the elements into voiced and unvoiced categories
by observing the frequency information at the center frame of
each element. Using the F0 extraction in Praat [13] the fundamental frequency of the elements was extracted. If the center

3 Voicing threshold: 0.45, octave cost: 0.04, octave jump cost: 0.15,
voiced/unvoiced cost: 0.04
4 Parameter settings in HTS: FREQWARP = 0.55, GAMMA = 0
5 This feature is not computed per frame but for each whole element
6 This is done by subtracting the mean and division through standard
deviation

2 This phrase type will also contain compound phrases, that are combinations of different phrase types [9]
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4. Analysis

one with 9 element groups and an ellipsoidal distribution and
varying volume, shape, and orientation (VVV).

Figure 5 shows the comparison of spectrograms between the
natural recording and two synthesized versions. The synthesized version with natural duration offers good comparability
to the natural recording, whereas the synthesized version with
synthesized duration is a full synthesis, that uses the duration
for each segment from the trained duration model. The fundamental frequency is emphasized on those parts where it is detected. In both examples the synthesized versions appear highly
similar to the natural ones. The harmonics follow the contour
of the ones obtained from the natural recording to some degree,
but miss parts of the fine structure, which makes the synthesized
versions sound a bit whistle-like and lack some noisiness. Duration modeling works well altogether, but as expected the aligned
versions have a higher level of conformity to the original. It can
be seen that harmonic sounds, which are labeled as unvoiced
elements are synthesized with less energy and broadband (see
the “uG” element in Figure 5).

Figure 4: BIC value for models with different numbers of element groups (1-20) for unvoiced elements (n = 14 005)
3.3. HMM-based acoustic modeling
For modeling the bird songs, we started from a toolkit for opera
singing synthesis [16] that was developed on the basis of a
HMM-based singing synthesis system [17].
As a parametric representation of the spectral information
mel-cepstral coefficients were used for training and testing. The
Mel Log Spectrum Approximation (MLSA) vocoder was used
to synthesize the sounds generated from statistical models and
to resynthesize songs from mel-cepstral coefficients and F0 parameters [18].
To cope with contextual variation, we use decision-tree
based context clustering on the data set. This is done by defining
a set of questions that matches with our available information of
the songs. We had additional information about behavioral context, such as whether the bird performed a head bobbing display
or to whom the song was directed. As it is not known which
information will be useful in the final clustering, the aim was
to provide as much contextual information as possible, which
resulted in the following additional data for each element or
phrase:
• previous/current/next element identity
• position of an element in current subphrase (forward/backward)
• previous/current/next element is voiced or not
• number of elements in previous/current/next subphrase
• position of the current subphrase in current phrase (forward/backward)
• number of subphrases in previous/current/next phrase
• number of elements in previous/current/next phrase
• undirected, male directed, inanimate directed, mixture of
all three
• head movement in current song (no, yes, unknown)

Figure 5: Spectrogram of natural version (top), synthesized
version with natural duration (middle) and synthesized version
with synthesized duration (bottom)
Figure 6 shows the estimation of the fundamental frequency
of the natural version and of a synthesized version with natural duration. The fundamental frequency of the synthesis with
natural duration (green line) follows the overall contour of the
fundamental frequency of the natural version (black line) but
misses some quick variations at the end of the song.

Because the segmentation and clustering are not accurate
for all phrases and elements, especially longer files produced
computation errors during the training and had to be deleted
from the corpus. After removing the error causing files, the
training corpus consists of 62 WAVE files (each between 3 and
44 seconds long) and a total duration of 21 minutes and 2 seconds (out of 27 minutes 13 seconds). In a typical scenario
the sounds to be synthesized as well as their order (e.g., “silence,v2,v4,uA,silence,v7”) have to be specified in a label file.
Most of the additional context information can be calculated
automatically, while factors like behavioral descriptions need
to be specified by the user. The toolkit will then compute the
most likely acoustical models and outputs a WAVE file with the
corresponding sound.

5. Evaluation
5.1. Objective evaluation
To compare the synthesized versions with the natural recordings
mel-cepstral distortion is used where mel-cepstral coefficients
are compared using dynamic time warping and a distance score.
A high distance score indicates that the two data vectors are very
different from each other, whereas a low score signifies high
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Table 1: Distance between natural (Nat.), resynthesized
(Resyn.) and synthesized (Syn.) versions
File

Nat. - Resyn.
Nat. duration
0.78
0.81
0.84
0.81

10
15
17
99

Nat. - Syn.
Nat. duration
1.24
1.20
1.45
1.53

Nat. - Syn.
Syn. duration
1.48
1.78
1.68
1.64

1. Natural versions of budgerigar songs.
2. Resynthesized versions where mel-cepstral coefficient
and F0 are extracted from the natural recordings and the
MLSA vocoder is used to synthesize songs from these
parameters.

Figure 6: F0 comparison of natural version (black line) and
synthesized version with natural duration (green line)

3. Synthesized versions where all parameters (mel-cepstral
coefficients, F0 , duration) are predicted from HMMs
given a sequence of input labels, and then synthesized
with the MLSA vocoder.

conformity [19]. The distance scores between the methods are
shown in Table 1. The first two columns use the duration from
the natural version, the third column uses synthesized duration.
For the resynthesized version mel-cepstral coefficients and
F0 are extracted from the natural recordings and the MLSA
vocoder is used to synthesize songs from these parameters. We
can see minor differences of amplitude in the waveform (see
Figure 7) that arise from the source-filter synthesis technique
that is being used. Investigation of the spectrogram also reveals
a decrease of overtones.

The three different methods were evaluated by 22 listeners (8 ♀,
12 ♂, 2 NA). Subjective evaluation by humans is relevant for
applications in computer games or virtual reality.
A survey was set up with [20] and participants were recruited via an email inviting them to take part in the study.
Prior to completing the task, the participant was presented with
an excerpt of a natural budgerigar song. The participants were
employees of the Acoustics Research Institute Vienna, all familiar with listening tests regarding synthesis, but only a few
had special knowledge about bird vocalization. Participants
then rated natural and synthesized versions on their naturalness. Each trial consisted of a screen with 2 versions of one
of 7 songs that the participant could play back as many times
as they liked (all 3 combinations of natural, resynthesized, synthesized). With all possible combinations of the versions there
were ((3 ∗ 2)/2) ∗ 7 = 21 comparisons for each listener. Participants were then asked to rate each song in regard to their
naturalness by moving a sliding bar from 0% to 100% that was
labeled “künstlich (artificial)” and “natürlich (natural)” on its
ends. A pairwise comparison of the two samples followed,
where the listener was forced to choose the sample they liked
better. This way we can pull together the results of the human
listening test and a place preference test [21] with budgerigars
that is currently in work.

Figure 7: Waveform of natural (top) and
resynthesized (bottom) song
Natural and resynthesized versions match best for all files,
as no statistical modeling is involved. The synthesized version
with synthesized duration has the highest distance score. Compared to the natural recordings, we can see that the synthesis
with natural duration is in between the distance scores of the
resynthesized and the fully synthesized version.
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In addition to the objective evaluation we also performed a subjective listening test7 . Three different versions were used in the
evaluation:

Figure 8: Results of pairwise comparison (left) and naturalness
rating (right).

7 The samples used in the listening test can be found on https:
//speech.kfs.oeaw.ac.at/budgiessw10/

Figure 8 (left) shows the pairwise comparison score between the two methods for each listener. As can be seen from
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Figure 8 (left) the resynthesized versions are judged slightly
better than the natural samples and the synthesized ones, with
differences being statistically significant between natural and
resynthesized samples (p < 0.004) and between resynthesized
and synthesized samples (p < 0.001) according to a Wilcoxon
rank sum test. Interestingly there were no significant differences
between natural and (fully) synthesized versions.
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